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The present column continues our excursion in cryptographic protocol analysis. Here
Stephanie Delaune presents the exciting research challenges behind her recent ERC
Starting Grant “POPSTAR: reasoning about physical properties of security protocols
with an application to contactless systems”. The overall research goal is to develop
techniques and tools to analyse protocols that establish and rely on properties of the
physical world, such as distance bounding protocols, contactless payment systems, etc.
While the hope is to leverage the extraordinary results arising from years of research
in cryptographic protocol analysis, formally characterizing physical properties in communication protocols is a fascinating challenge that demands novel solutions.
This is a field where cross-fertilizing contributions between the security and verification community can lead to exciting theoretical results and, at the same time, have
a practical impact on the technologies we use in our everyday life.
Thanks to Stephanie for accepting the invitation!
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POPSTAR – So near and yet so far
Stéphanie Delaune, Univ Rennes, CNRS, IRISA, France

The shrinking size of microprocessors as well as the ubiquity of wireless communication have led to the
proliferation of portable computing devices with novel security requirements. Whereas traditional security
protocols achieve their security goals relying solely on cryptographic primitives like encryptions and hash
functions, the protocols employed to secure these devices establish and rely in addition on properties of
the physical world. For instance, they may use, as basic building blocks, protocols for ensuring physical
proximity, secure localisation, or secure neighbourhood discovery.
The aim of the POPSTAR ERC project is to develop techniques and tools to analyse protocols that establish and rely on properties of the physical world. We foresee that, at the end of the project, appropriate
verification tools will be available to analyse the security and privacy of these “physical protocols”. The research community in logics, program verification, and security has already a long tradition in developing
techniques and tools to analyse key establishment and authentication protocols. Distance bounding protocols which are used to provide secure proximity control, raise new research challenges, and can not be
analysed today using off-the-shelf verification tools.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades, wireless, mobile communication technologies have been
widely adopted. The number of cellular phones now exceeds by far that of wired
phones; millions of nomadic users routinely connect to Wireless Local Area Networks;
and wireless devices such as contactless payment cards, keyless systems, are now part
of our daily life. New applications are still emerging, and will likely to be deployed
in the near future. For instance, RFID chip implantation has already been used for a
wide variety of reasons, and it may not be too long before we see wearable contactless
devices on the runway. The future promises to add ever more diversified applications.
Unfortunately, we often hear about ill-conceived systems. For instance, several security incidents have been reported by the media on contactless payments cards, and
on keyless systems that are nowadays used in thousands of cars. Portable computing
devices also raise some serious concerns about privacy. Most users are often not aware
of all the data exchanges performed by the devices that they have in their pockets.
To protect our data, security protocols are deployed with the aim of achieving various security goals such as data privacy and data authenticity, even when the communication between parties takes place over a channel controlled by an attacker, like
the Internet. To achieve their goals they usually rely on basic building blocks also
called cryptographic primitives such as symmetric and asymmetric encryptions, signatures, and hash functions. The increasing penetration of these protocols in many
important applications such as Internet communications, credit card payment, as well
as administrative and medical services makes designing and establishing the security
of cryptographic protocols an important research goal. For example, according to the
FEVAD (French federation of remote selling and e-commerce), more than 70 billions
euros have been spent in 2016-2017 in France using Internet transactions, and this
figure is rising constantly. Internet is also used for administrative and medical services. In this context, design errors in such protocols can be exploited with important
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socio-economical consequences. Therefore, establishing the security of these protocols
(if possible in the early phases of their design) is a very relevant research goal.
One extremely successful approach when designing and analysing security protocols,
is the use of formal methods. The purpose of formal verification is to provide rigorous
frameworks and techniques to analyse protocols and find their flaws. For example, a
flaw has been discovered in the Single-Sign-On protocol used e.g. by Google Apps. It
has been shown that a malicious application could very easily get access to any other
application (e.g. Gmail or Google Calendar) of their users [Armando et al. 2008]. This
flaw has been found when analysing the protocol using formal methods, abstracting
messages by a term algebra and using the Avantssar validation platform [Armando
et al. 2012]. Another example is a flaw on vote-privacy discovered during the formal
and manual analysis of an electronic voting protocol [Cortier and Smyth 2013]1 . All
these results have been obtained using formal symbolic models, where most of the
cryptographic details are ignored using abstract structures, and the communication
network is assumed to be entirely controlled by an omniscient attacker. The techniques used in symbolic models have become mature and several tools for protocol
verification are nowadays available, e.g. Avantssar platform [Armando et al. 2012]2 ,
Tamarin prover [Meier et al. 2013]3 , ProVerif tool [Blanchet 2001]4 .
In many applications, like e.g. contactless payment, and keyless systems, reliable
information about physical proximity is essential. The discovery of devices directly
reachable for communication is also a fundamental requirement of various applications. Specific cryptographic protocols, e.g. neighbourhood discovery, distance bounding, have been designed to achieve e.g. physical proximity. To analyse these protocols
of a new kind, coping with physical properties such as transmission delay, network
topology, and node positions is crucial. These protocols can therefore not be analysed
today using off-the-shelf verification tools.
2. DISTANCE BOUNDING PROTOCOLS

A typical attack against contactless devices such as contactless payment is the socalled relay attack, as demonstrated for EMV in [Chothia et al. 2015]. Such an attack
allows a malicious participant to relay communications between a victim’s card (possibly inside a wallet) and a genuine terminal so that the victim’s card, even if it is far
away from the terminal, will pay the transaction. Due to the contactless nature of most
of our communication, obtaining reliable information regarding physical proximity is
of paramount importance and specific protocols, namely distance bounding protocols,
were proposed to achieve this specific goal, e.g. Brands & Chaum protocol [Brands and
Chaum 1993], Swiss-knife protocol [Kim et al. 2008], etc.
A distance bounding protocol is a protocol in which a party (the verifier) is assured
of the identity of another party (the prover), as well as the fact that this prover is
located in his neighbourhood. Such a protocol typically takes into account the Round
Trip Time (RTT) of messages and the transmission velocity to infer an upper bound of
the distance between two participants. A large variety of distance bounding protocols
exist. Some are based on expensive cryptographic operations such as signatures and
commitment schemes. However, these expensive operations have to be done outside
the rapid phase during which time measurements are performed. During the rapid
phase, distance bounding protocol typically exchange single bit messages. This rapid
phase consists of several RTT measurements. At the ith RTT measurement, the verifier
1A

video of the attack: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWvl9uJgpc0
validation platform: http://www.avantssar.eu
3 Tamarin prover: http://www.infsec.ethz.ch/research/software/tamarin.html
4 ProVerif verification tool: http://proverif.inria.fr
2 Avantssar
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Verifier V : pkP

Prover P : skP
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stop timer

k
sign(⟨n, n ⊕ m⟩, skP )

Fig. 1. Description of the Brands & Chaum protocol [Brands and Chaum 1993].

sends a random bit challenge ni to the prover and starts a clock. The prover has to
respond instantaneously to the challenge. Once the verifier received the answer from
the prover, the verifier stops the timer and computes the RTT ∆i . The protocol typically
finishes correctly if all responses are correct, that is ∆i ≤ ∆ for each round i (given
some fixed time threshold ∆).
As a running example, we consider the signature-based Brands & Chaum distance
bounding protocol [Brands and Chaum 1993] that is informally described in Figure 1.
The prover P generates a nonce m and a key k, and sends a commitment to the verifier V . The verifier V generates his own nonce n and initiates the time measurement
phase, also called the rapid phase. In this exchange, P answers with the exclusive-or
of these two nonces. Actually, the rapid phase is performed bit by bit to improve the
accuracy of the measurements that are performed by the verifier. Therefore, at the
ith round, the verifier sends the ith bit ni of its challenge n, and waits for the answer
ni ⊕ mi . At each round, the prover P has to provide an answer as quickly as possible
since V will reject any answer arriving too late (a long response time does not give
him any guarantee regarding his proximity with the prover). We may note that the
prover P can delay messages, making himself appear further than he really is, but he
can not respond faster than what is dictated by the time-of-flight of the messages. After this rapid phase, P sends a means to open the commitment, as well as a signature
on the values exchanged during the rapid phase. When a verifier ends the protocol, the
prover with whom he is communicating should be located in his neighbourhood.
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Fig. 2. Description of the hijacking attack on the Brands & Chaum protocol

The Brands & Chaum protocol is a well-known protocol that has deserved a lot of
attention. Actually, quite recently, such a protocol has been shown to be vulnerable
to a distance hijacking attack [Cremers et al. 2012]. In such an attack, a dishonest
prover located far away convinces an honest verifier that they are actually close. To
mount this attack, the dishonest prover exploits the presence of an honest prover in
the neigboorhood of the verifier. Considering the Brands & Chaum protocol, the attack
is depicted in Figure 2. In this attack, the verifier thinks he is communicating with
the prover P0 who is actually far away. Here, we have an honest prover P who starts
a session with an honest verifier V . They exchange messages following the description
of the protocol until the exchange of the final signature which should be sent by P .
Note that until this point, the messages that are exchanged do not contain the name
of P , and the signature provided in the last exchange is not part of the rapid phase.
Therefore, the dishonest prover P0 who is far away has time to sign the data n and n⊕m
that have been exchanged during the rapid phase, and send the resulting message
to V . The verifier V will successfully verify the commitment as well as the signature,
and will thus conclude that P0 is in his neighboorhood whereas P0 is far away. Indeed
the rapid phase has not been performed by P0 but by another honest prover P who was
in the neightboorhood of V .
This is just a single example but many distance bounding protocols have been designed so far. Actually, this was one of the first distance-bounding protocol and even
if it is a rather old protocol, recent protocols share many features with this one (rapid
phase, the use of the exclusive-or operator, a final slow phase) . The interested reader
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will find more information in the following recent survey [Avoine et al. 2017b] which
analyses and compares in a unified manner many existing distance bounding protocols.
3. TYPE OF FRAUDS

The literature considers several types of attacks against distance bounding protocols.
We introduce in this section the most classical ones providing an informal definition for
each of type of attack. Giving a formal definition is far beyond the scope of this paper,
and actually for some types of attacks (e.g. terrorist fraud) there is no clear consensus
about such a formal definition.
Distance fraud. A distance fraud is an attack where a dishonest prover who is far
away succeeds in convincing an honest verifier that they are actually close. In general,
it is supposed that this dishonest prover cheats without help of other entities located in
the neighbourhood of the verifier. For example, this attack may enable a prisoner who
is under electronic monitoring using an ankle bracelet to leave his residence without
being detected.
Mafia fraud. A mafia fraud is an attack in which generally three agents are involved:
a verifier, an honest prover located outside the neighbourhood of the verifier, and an
external attacker. This attacker performs a man-in-the-middle attack between the verifier and the prover with the aim of convincing the verifier that the honest prover is
actually close to it. The so-called relay attack is actually a particular case of mafia
fraud, and this type of attack is particularly effective. For instance, the feasibility of
mafia frauds against remote keyless entry systems used in modern cars have already
been demonstrated [Francillon et al. 2011]. Similarly, payment systems have also been
shown vulnerable to this type of attacks [Chothia et al. 2015].
Terrorist fraud. Terrorist fraud is an attack where a man-in-the-middle adversary
is helped by a dishonest prover to authenticate, but this help should not allow the
adversary to authenticate later. In other words, the dishonest prover actively helps
the adversary to mount the attack but this help should not give the adversary any
advantage for future attacks. In this type of attacks, the dishonest prover can therefore
not reveal for instance his secret long-term keys, but revealing some secret information
that can only be used in a single execution is admissible.
Hijacking attack. A distance hijacking fraud is an attack in which a dishonest prover
located far away succeeds in convincing an honest verifier that they are actually close.
Contrary to the notion of distance fraud, the dishonest prover may exploit honest entities located in the neighbourhood of the verifier. Actually, this type of attacks has been
introduced quite recently [Cremers et al. 2012], and many protocols have been shown
to be vulnerable to this new type of attacks. In particular, the attack scenario described
in Section 2 on the Brands & Chaum protocol is a distance hijacking attack.
Providing formal definitions of these different types of attacks is actually a nontrivial task. In particular, regarding terrorist fraud, several formal definitions have
already been proposed in the computational model, see e.g. [Vaudenay 2013], and even
if these definitions share some similarities, they differ in some respects.
4. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Until recently, most distance bounding protocols have been analysed without a formal
approach. Instead generic classes of attacks, as those presented above, are usually
considered, and this has led to unsound security analyses. Recent efforts have been
made on proving security of distance bounding protocols, but this is still a rather young
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field. We briefly describe below some recent advances that have been made in this
direction, especially regarding techniques relying on the formal symbolic approach,
and we discuss some challenges that remain to be solved in this area.
4.1. State-of-the-art in a nutshell

Recent efforts have been made on proving security of distance bounding protocols. For
instance, [Avoine et al. 2011] proposed a framework in which many protocols have been
analysed and compared in a unified manner [Avoine et al. 2017b]. A rather general
model has been proposed by Boureanu et al. in [Boureanu et al. 2015]. This computational model captures all the classical types of attacks and generalises them enabling
attackers to interact with many provers and verifiers. These models are very different from the ones we proposed to develop in the project POPSTAR. Indeed, we aim at
considering formal symbolic model in which messages are no longer bitstrings but are
abstracted away by terms.
Some recent attempts have been made to design formal symbolic model suitable to
analyse distance bounding protocols: e.g. a model based on multiset rewriting rules
has been proposed in [Basin et al. 2011], and another one based on strand spaces is
available in [Nigam et al. 2016]. Even if these papers settled the basis to design models
suitable to analyse distance bounding protocols, we are far from having automatic
verification tools such as those used nowadays to model and analyse key establishment
and authentication protocols.
4.2. Challenges

The complexity of the verification problem comes from the protocols themselves, as
well as the need to clearly state the intended protocol goals and characterise the environment and the attacker capabilities. As experience with traditional protocols has
shown, these are highly non-trivial tasks. In the past three decades, remarkable advances have been made in the automated analysis of standard security protocols, e.g.
for authentication and key exchange protocols. The time has come to extend these formal models and methods, and to develop new ones, to analyse and secure mobile and
wireless communications.
To start in this direction, we organised a workshop, in April of this year, on the topics of the POPSTAR project. This workshop entitled FutureDB - Distance-bounding:
past, present, future was sponsored by the ERC project POPSTAR (PI: Stéphanie Delaune) and the European COST Action Cryptacus (PI: Gildas Avoine). It took place
in São Miguel Island, Azore Islands, and was co-located with Cryptacus 2018 Summer school. This 2-day workshop brought together over 35 participants having a wide
expertise on distance bounding protocols: theoreticians and practitioners, experts in
attacks, protocol-design, (formal) security analysis. The aim was to discuss and shape
the future research directions of distance bounding, which is today the main mechanism to protect against the real-life threat of relay attacks.
This was the occasion in particular to exchange about some recent works that have
been done in the area of formal symbolic approach and distance bounding protocols
analysis [Mauw et al. 2018; Debant et al. 2018]. In particular, these two results allow
one to verify distance bounding protocols automatically relying on standard protocol
verification tools, namely Tamarin [Meier et al. 2013] and ProVerif [Blanchet 2001].
Relying on these methods, some vulnerabilities have been discovered on the TREAD
and SPADE protocols [Avoine et al. 2017a; Bultel et al. 2016]. We would like to emphasize that these works are encouraging but have been made possible through the
application of various abstractions on the protocols, and only target specific types of
frauds. Therefore, this is just a first step, and a lot of things remains to be done such
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as dealing with terrorist fraud, providing a quantitative formal security analysis, and
being able to analyse privacy-type security properties.
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